
Language 
                     (Preschool-Early Elementary) 

 
In this document, you will find... 

- 2 language activities that you can do with your child 
- online resources 
- tips to guide your child’s responses/engagement 

 

Activities 
1. Cooking 

a. Provide some choices and have your child select a recipe. 
b. Target following directions - Have your child read (or read each direction to your child) to 

see if they can follow the direction. 
c. Target sequencing. 

i. Read through the recipe and talk about what needs to be done first, next, last, etc.  
ii. After making the recipe have your child explain the steps they completed. 

d. Target vocabulary. 
i. Recipes include many opportunities to learn new vocabulary including ingredient 

names, actions (stir, bake, whisk, spread, etc.), and measuring terms (tablespoon, 
cup, teaspoon, pinch, etc.) 

ii. Descriptive words are another way to target vocabulary during cooking.  Talk about 
how the foods, taste, smell, look, and feel.  

iii. Cooking provides another great opportunity to work on categories as well. You 
could ask your child to categorize by food groups, where to find the ingredients, or 
types of measurement 

e. Target WH questions. 
i. Ask WH questions before, during, and after cooking 

1. Where ingredients are kept; where finished recipe is stored 
2. How much of an ingredient is needed; how long to bake 
3. When do you add ingredients, bake, etc 
4. What do you do first, next, last 
5. Why do you think you will like/not like the recipe 
6. How do you think the taste would change if you added/took away an 

ingredient 
f. HAVE FUN!!!! 

 
2. Build an obstacle course 

a. An obstacle course is a great way to enrich your child’s language skills.  It is also a very 
fun way!  It can be made indoors or outdoors if you need a change in scenery. 

b. Target sequencing/planning 
i. Plan out how and where to set up the course.  What will you have to do first, next, 

and last.  Draw it out if your child needs a visual. 
ii. What materials will you need?  Group and sort these by obstacle. 

c. Target following directions 
i. Have your child give you directions on how to make it OR give your child directions 

to follow on how to make it 



ii. Have your child give you or a sibling directions on how to complete the obstacle 
course (rules) OR vice versa.  Take turns. 

iii. For more excitement, try it blindfolded and see if your child can navigate or provide 
directions for you to navigate the course blindfolded. 

d. Target spatial concepts 
i. Over, under, through, between, etc.  

e. Specific Language Stations - make specific spots in the obstacle course where your child 
has to complete skills related to their goals. 

i. Examples - these can vary using any obstacle and goal 
1. After crawling through a tunnel name 10 items in a category 
2. After jumping over books have your child make a sentence using the 

correct pronoun 
 

Online Resources 
 

https://www.kidscreektherapy.com/how-to-use-cooking-to-develop-your-childs-speech-and-language-skills/ 
● This article has a few recipes and visuals, as well as other ways to sharpen your child’s language skills 

while cooking.  
https://able2learn.com/categories/visual-recipes 

● This webpage has many visual recipes for children who are non-readers or learn better visually.  They are 
categorized by meal and food type and range from simple (chocolate milk, cereal, etc.) recipes to main 
dishes. 

● Many of the recipes come with visuals for making lists of ingredients for shopping, comprehension 
questions to ask about the recipe, task analysis of recipe steps, and many other visual supports.  

https://www.scholastic.com/parents/books-and-reading/language-and-speech/9-easy-ways-to-build-your-childs-lang
uage-skills.html 

● This website provides other simple ideas on how to build language skills. 
● Scholastic has many ideas for different age groups in regards to building language.  Another simple idea 

from scholastic regarding ideas to build language at dinner.  
https://www.scholastic.com/parents/books-and-reading/raise-a-reader-blog/3-ways-to-build-vocabulary-dinn
er-table.html 

 

Tips 
● Try breaking multi-step directions down to simple, 1 step directions if you child has difficulty following 

multi-step directions.  If your child can easily follow one step directions, make it a little more challenging for 
them by combining simple directions into multi-step directions. 

● Try adding language skills into any enrichment activities your child’s teacher may send. (ex. If your teacher 
reads you a story or if you are reading a story work on answering WH?, sequencing events, 
comparing/contrasting characters). 

● Remember language is occurring everywhere around us - verbal and nonverbal. Use opportunities 
throughout the day to model and encourage language skills including sentence grammar, answering 
questions, maintaining topic, etc. 

● Enjoy this time with your kid!!! Have fun!!! 
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